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Rex Wyon, Inc. was incorporated in 1972 as a general
and excess lines insurance agency licensed to transact
business in the states of New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut, Pennsylvania and North Carolina.
Based in New York City, Rex Wyon Inc. has four
operating divisions: The Commercial Insurance Division; The Personal Insurance Division; Captive Services
Division and Employee Benefits Division.
In its role as an insurance services company, Rex Wyon
Inc. provides insurance through several national insurance carriers Including Zurich North America Financial
Enterprises, Chubb Group of Insurance Companies and
St. Paul Travelers Companies.
The company has particular strength in the creation of
insurance products and services for community banks,
a market in which it has specialized since 1974. On a
state wide basis, RWI provides insurance coverages to
approximately 26% of all New York Community banks.

From the days of King George
II in 1727, the Wyon’s served
England’s monarchs as designers and engravers of royal
coinage and seals. The American branch of the Wyon family
selected an 1839 coin featuring
Sir John Vanbrugh to serve as
an identifier of its insurance
business. The back of the coin,
designed by Alfred Benjamin
Wyon, grandfather of Rex
Wyon, features an illustration
of Blenheim Palace, the 1874
birthplace of Winston Churchill.

RWI's industry commitment and involvement was demonstrated in 1986 when it became apparent that
shrinking capacity, restricted coverage, and escalating
rates in the marketplace for directors' and officers'
liability insurance made this necessary coverage unavailable. RWI determined that a vehicle could be
established which would make its creators less vulnerable to the peaks and valleys of the insurance cycle;
would support and help stabilize the commercial market and would generate some much needed additional
capacity. The vehicle, a captive company, First Monetary Mutual Limited, was incorporated as a mutual
insurance company in Bermuda in 1986. First Monetary
is currently owned by more than 40 New York and
Pennsylvania community banks.

Rex Wyon - Monetary System Represents Many Quality Insurers Including:

We specialize in insurance products and services for Independent Community Financial Institution

